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Economic efficiency, resilience, modal 
integration (infrastructure, operations, 
logistics)

Decarbonization of transport, climate 
action, urban transport and active 
mobility

Road safety, gender, disability and ageing

Resilient and 

Efficient 

networks and 

logistics

Environmentally 

sustainable 

transport

Safe and 

inclusive 

transport

The New Regional Action Programme on Sustainable Transport 

Development (2022 – 2026)

Regional land 
transport 

connectivity and 
logistics

Maritime and 
interregional 

transport 
connectivity

Digitalization of 
transport

Low carbon 
mobility and 

logistics
Urban transport Road safety 

Inclusive 
transport and 

mobility



Possible Annex to the Intergovernmental Agreement on the Trans-Asian 

Railway Network

❑ Islamic Republic of Iran proposed a new 

annex to TAR agreement on guiding 

principles of electronic information 

exchange among railways and between 

railways and control agencies at the 

seventh meeting on the WG on TAR

❑ The WG on TAR supported and agreed to 

work on the new annex (2021)

❑ The WG on TAR also requested the 

secretariat for developing a regional 

strategy on rail digital transformation 

(supported by COT7, 2022)
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Examples of capacity building Programme and analytical products

“Sustainable Transport Connectivity 

and COVID-19 Pandemic: pathways 

for greater resilience and 

sustainability” (ESCAP/ITF)

ITF North and 

Central Asia 

Transport Outlook

Promoting digitalization and 

smart rail solutions 

(ESCAP/UIC)

Sustainable 

Freight

(ESCAP/UNCTAD)



•Core concepts, links and implementation of SDGs, current 
situation, overview of ESCAP’s work, lessons and practices

Introduction to regional transport connectivity 
and logistics in Asia and the Pacific

• Importance and main content of IGA on TAR, selected issues

Railway transport

•Role of road transport, key provisions of IGA on AH, selected 
issues

Road transport

•Role of Dry Ports, the scope and content of IGA on DP, selected 
issues

Dry Ports

•Challenges on sustainability, port development, selected issues

Maritime transport 

UNESCAP training course on Fundamentals of Freight Transport Connectivity and 

Logistics in Asia and the Pacific
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Collecting information on the TAR network and 

related issues
Lack of information across Asia-Pacific on the current state of regional transport infrastructure undermines the capacity of countries to 

cooperate on designing and implementing joint infrastructure development policies or coordinated responses to crisis situations.

ESCAP developed an interactive platform, the Asia-Pacific Transport Network (APTN), which displays the current extension of the regional 

land network, together with selected operational information for major routes and important nodes along these networks. It also includes 

selected information on maritime ports. 

APTN is based on the latest versions of the regional intergovernmental transport infrastructure agreements, covering the Asian Highway 

Network, which involves 30 parties and spans 145,000 km across 32 countries, the Trans-Asian Railway Network, with 21 parties and 118, 

000 km in 28 countries, and Dry Ports, with 17 parties and covering 269 dry ports of international importance throughout 27 countries. 

APTN currently operates on a restricted-access basis because the technical verification conducted by the Secretariat has identified the 

need for further consultations with the countries of the Asian Highway Network, the Trans-Asian Railway Network, and Dry Ports to confirm 

technical and other information on the state of the regional transport network. 
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